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PULSE COM3USTOR CRADA WSTH BO TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTSLTD.

FINAL REPORT

Pittsburgh Energy TedmoIo$y center

Coal Cmbwtion Division

XNTRODUCTXO?4

As cm~lined in the Cooperative Research and Develqment Agre-ent

(C~M ~etwe~n BO Te=m~Cal Develoimencs, Ltd. (MI Tech) and the

Pittsburgh Energy Technology Cent&r [PETC) CQal Combustion

l)ivisi.on, a BO Tech designed pulse-blade ccmibustorwas s~udied a~

PE’K. Phase 1 involved limited tests of a single-blade pulsed-

combustor module to evaluate the suitabilityof a gas-designedtinit

for firing -al for use in residential, commercial, or industrial

sectors.

During the course of the project, three different pulsed blade

burners were designed and fabricated by BO Tech and subsequently

delivered tg PET’C for evaluation. These units were designed to

allow xnodificaticm~f the furnacedimensions,which would give PETC

a means to take simple steps to improve coal firing performance

required. No major furnace design changes were to be included

part ~f the phase 1 activities,

12ESZGNSUMMARY

if

as

1, The theoxy of Mr. JcIhn 1). Chato’s unique harmonic tuning

technology has been proven accurate in as much as it relates to

emissions.
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wsts with the 3 inch blade, conducted by Mr. Tim McIlvried

DOE, have ikmmstrated the Uxwst @nissions were achieved

setting MC. ChaCo’s Lheorypredicted and that in facb, cmly

at the

at the

slight

deviations from the recommended setting produced a sharp rise in

carbon monoxide emissions.

2, Mr. Chato has recently informed us.that a scaled-upmodel, with

an output ~f 600 to 800 thousand F3tu, has been successfully fired

on natural gas at the Toronto laboratory. The design, because of

its simplicity, appears to be easily scaled, If this proves ta be

the case, the problems of carbon burnout may well be answered by

having both a larger charge per hertz (increasedturbulence) and a

longer residence time as a result of a lower operating frequency.

3. It must be noted that the fQcus of this investigation was to

assess the basic design relative to its potential to hum coal.

Therefore, the demupler work (control of sound levels) and

efficiency for the three inch diameter model were considered to be

of secondary aspects and were not addressed by the lXIEor by Mr.

Chato. However Mr. Chato has since reported a 61 dB reading at a

distance of 1 meter from the exhaust of the low pressure steam

boiler in Toronto, Cmtario, Canada.

RESULTS

The first unit delivered to PETC consisted of a one-inch waker–

cooled blade and was rated at approximately 10,000 Btu/hr. Fuel

was supplied through a single, adjustable-height fuel-injection

needle. A decoupling chamber was connected to the exhaust of the

cmbustor to act as a muffler and reduce the noise level. A series

of gas-firing tests, using bottled methane as the fuel, were
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performed ta detemine base-line performance. NO=, CO, and C)z

mmcentraticms in the flue gas were continuously monitored by cm-

Iine gas analyzers (Themo ElectronModel 10 NO= analyzer, Bdunan

Industrial Model 868 CO analyzer, Beckman Industrial Model 755A Q

analyzer), Cooling-water flow rate was measured with a rotameter,

while the cooling-waterinlet and outlet temperatures and flue–gas

temperature were measured with thennoccmples. C)riginally, a

venturi meter was installed in the flue-gas line to measure the

flue-gas flow rate. However, the pressure drop across the venturi

adversely affected furnace operation (i.e. the furnace did not

pulsate pzoperly when subjected to a back pressure), so it was

remved,

The furnace was easily ignited using a spark plug, which was turned

off after ignitionoccurred. Self-sustainedcombus~ion, with self-

aspiration of the combustion air, was then achieved. Additional

air could be added directly to the combustion chamber, from a

pressurized-air line, to increase the air-to-fuel ra~io.

Figure 1 shows the effect of firing rate on CCI emissions. In

general, there was a strong decrease in Commissions with increased

firing rate. For the “Self-aspirating’ cases, all of the

combustion air was drawn in with the fuel through the intake tubes

by the pulsating achi.on of the furnace. The Oz concentration in

the flue gas was between 0.3

operating in this mode. In

combustion air was added from a

and 0.5% (<2% excess air) while

the ‘forced-air”mode”: additional

pressurized-airline. This brought

3
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the 02 concentration

while substantially

in the flue gas up ta -1.6% (8% excess air)

ll?igure2) were fairly constant over

rates and independent of excess-air

measured during these tests and were

approximately 1 ft from the furnace.

emissions. NOX emissions

the entire range of firing

level ● Noise levels were

found to be about 90 Db at

C(3 emissions for the 1 inch blade burner were higher than

anticipated, possibly due to the relatively cold wall temperatures

and high surface-tm-volunwratio-for this blade size. It is also

possible that “dead zones” in the corners of the rectangular

combustion chamber may have contributed to CO emissions. It was

believed that a larger unit might produce lower CO emissions while

also providing a larger combustionvolume for the coal-firingphase

of the cooperative program.

a 3 inch blade and rated

constructed and sent t~

Therefore, a second unit, camposed of

at approximately 30,000 13tu/hr,was

PETC. Fuel was supplied from two

adjustable-height fuel-injectionneedles and introduced into the

furnace, along with the ccmbuscion air, through two cylindrical-

intake tubes (me tube below each fuel ixrjectianneedle). The new

intake

allowed

tubes had a design similar to a trombone slide. This

the length of the intake tube to be changed on-line during

testing, thus permitting fine tuning of the cmbustor (matching

the harmonics of the intake tubes with those of che combust~r).

This unit was also equipped with a decoupling chamber to reduce

noise emissions. A series of gas-firing tests were performed on

this second unit to determine NC)Xand CO emissions. Additional

4
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combustion air was added to the furnace during this series of

t~~cs, t~m a pressurized-air linet to bring the Q concentration

in the flue gas up to around 2% (10% excess air) . RiaSults are

shown in Figures 3 and 4 for CO and WX, respectively. co

emissions for the 3 inch blade ccmibustorranged between -50 and 60

ppm when normalized to 3% 02. NcunnalizedNOX emissions were around

16 ppm, The optimum length for the intake tubes was found to be

2.1 inches, which was, incidently, the ariginal design length

calculated for these tubes.

It was believed that ‘dead zones” in the corners of the combustion

chamber might contribute ta the higher than expected CO emissions.

Therefore, rounded inserts were placed in the corners of the

combustion chamber to provide more of an oval cross section. It was

hoped that this would reduce the level of co emissions. The lower

line in Figure 3 shows the CO emissicms after the inserts were

installed. operating conditions used during these tests were

essentially the same as those used in previous tests wiLhout the

inserts, CJ3emissionswere reduced to about 20 ppm at the lowest

firing Kate {26,500 Btu/hr)

firing rate (30,500 lWu/hr)

analyzer had a range of 0

and essentially zero at the highest

● (It should be noted that the CO

to 2000 ppm with an error of 1% of

scale)- NOX emissions {Figure 4) with the inserlx in place were

slightly higher than with the rectangularcross

The 3 inch unit was further modified so that

could be raised or lowered during testing. The

5

section.

the gas diffusers

diffuser distance
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from the intak tubes could be varied between 0.25 and 0,75 inches.

Figures 5i and 6 show the effect of diTfuser distance cm CO and NC)=

emissions, respectively,at a constant firing rateaf 26,500 Btu/hr

(fuel pressure of 10 psig). At the optimum diffuser distance of

between 0.S5 and 0,65, ncmmalizedCO emissions were appraxhately

30 ppm and nwznalized NO. ernissienswere abcaut 20 ppm. w

interesting phenomena observed during these tests was that the

furnace ~perated much more quietlyas the diffuser was moved closer

to Ehe intake tubes.

Low Methane Gas PreSSUKe Tests

The tests described alxwe were operated at gas pressures of 10 psig

or greater. Since residential delivery gas pressure is

approximately 2.5 inches of water, modified gas intake systems were

designed. One intake system had a metal diffuser while the other

did not. Methane was introduced into the cmbustor through a

cenker tube that fed two hollow disks. Gas escaped through holes

in the sides of the hollow discs. The discs were designed to aid

in the mixing of the air and methane. Combustion was sustained

with both systems as long as air pressure was maintained at It)psig

or greater. “NOXandCO readingswere approximately 35 ppm and 4S00

ppm, respectively, far the intake system with the metal diffuser.

Tests conducted with the system without a diffuser yielded similar

CCland NC)Xreadings of approximately46 ppm. No attempt was made

CO improve the aperation of the combustar. These tests indicate

that a pulse mxnbustcm can operate with gas pressures

of water, however, air pressures must be maintained

6

of 2-3 inches

at 10 psig or
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greater.

‘Coal Firing l%sts

For the coal-firing kests, the combustor configuration was

initially set up at the optimum conditions determined for gas

firing. Coal was fed from a vibrating coal feeder into a venturi

and pneumatically transported to the ccmbustor thzough 1/8 inch-

diameker teflon tubing. Upper Elkhorn #3 coal and west Star coal

were used. Analyses of these coals are given in Table 1. WO

different grinds of an Upper Elkhorn #3 seam coal were tested: 100%

through 200 mesh and 100% through 325 mesh. The coarser-grind caal

was used initially because it tended to flow more easily than did

the finer #al during preliminary tests with the vibrating coal

feeder. Four different coal–injector locations were tried (see

$?igur+?7A - ‘7D)a Initial tests were conducted with -SCI%

firing. A fine–mesh screen was installed in the exhaust

the cmustor to capture

aperated for short periods

with the screen in place.

the buildup of flyash on

flyash. 1%.econimstak could

gas co-

line of

only be

of time (-1Sminutes) while firing coal

The increased pressure drop caused by

the screen interfered with the natural

aspiration of the furnace and caused a flameout’tooccur.

CC)emissions ranged between 300 and 450 ppm while NOX emissions

ranged between 100 and 150 ppm (bothCC)and NC)=are cc)rrectxsdto 3%

q} under these conditions. l%e actual ~ concentration in the

exhaust was about 1.5%. Carbon burnout varied between 58-64%. The

best results were obtained with the

design shown in Figure 7D. This

finer coal and the injector

geometry was used for all

7
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Sdx’equent tests. Self-sustained coal flames, i.e. without gas

support, were not achieved with any of the firing geometries.

TQ improve carbon conversion, the cotiustor volume was enlarged by

increasing the distancebetween the plates by 1/4 inch and then, by

adding an aluminum plate to the top of the blade which extended its

length by 1/2 inch. ~is modification increased the combustion

chamber volume by about 37% with a corresponding

residence time. A second series of coal-firing

conducted with this new configuratl~n,while r@ducing

increase in

tests were

the thermal

input from gas co-firing to about 10% of the total. Normalized co

emissions were -690 ppm and NOF emissions were -220 ppmwith actual

C)zconcentration in the flue gas Qf +2.5%. The higher CO emissions

were likely the result of the increasedcoal firing and reduced gas

support. However, carbon conversion increased

was made to eliminate gas support, however, a

every time the gas pressure was r@uced below

total thermal input), Self-sustained coal

without gas support) was nok achieved in

combustxx.

to 74%. An effort

flamecmt occurred

1 psig (5% of the

combustion (i.e.,

the pulsed-blade

Em Tech subsequently designed and fabricated a

specifically for coal firing. ‘lhediffuser was designed

gas-coal mixing and increase coal residence time.

diffuser

to enhance

West Star

bituminous coal. which had been pulverized to less than 200 mesh

(mean siz& c.tf

summarizes the

to warm up on

33 microns), was used for khese tests. Table 2

test parameters. The unit was ignited and allowed

methane. The unit was operated wit-hand without

8
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transport air so thak the effect of the transport air on emissions

was gauged. As @oal was introducedto the unit, the Q content in

Ehe flue gas decxeased while 03 and NOX emissions increased. TWO

ash samples Were

shutdown during

rate was set and

and CO content

decreased. W-En

collected as indicakd in the table. The unit wag

sample collection. Next, the maximum coal flow

the

of

Ehe

combustion was not

methane flow rate was gradualiy decreased. C)z

the flue -gas increased while NO= reading

methane Ehemnal input fell below 79i)0 BTU/HR,

sustained, other diffusers were tried but

results were not better tha~ those reported. Carbon content of the

ash samples were 67% and 69% respectively,

fuel burnout.

CONCLUSIONS AND

Both furnaces were easily ignited and

sustained ccmibustionwith methane over

Steady-state conditions were reached

ignition.

indicating very little

able to maintain self-

the load range tested.

withiri -5 minukes of

The decoupling chamber reduced the noise level.to 80-90 Db.

Hcwever, this may still be high for

commercial unit is encased in a metal

noise to an acceptable

NcmmalizedCO emissions

in the 30,000 Btu/hr

level.

were between

furnace with

assist. Normalized NO= emissions

9

residential”use. If the

shell, this may reduce the

D-20ppmwhen gas was fired

rounded corners and air

were between 20-25 ppm.
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Efforts should be directed towards increasing the quantity of

excess air ‘thatthe furnace aspirates so that additional air is

not required ta lower the CC)emissions.

a Flue-gas temperatures in the experimentalunit were between 40.0-

600*!F. Additional heat-transfer surface in a commercial unit

would increase overall efficiency.

o Normalized CO emissions were -690 ppm for 90% coal/10% gas

tests, while”NOX emissionswere -220 ppm. Self–sustained coal

firing withcmt gas suppcmt was ZIOCachieved during the phase 1

testing of Ehe pulsed-blade combustor. Additional furnace

modifications beyond simple combustion chamber enlargements

appear necessary to increasecarbon conversionand eliminate the

need for gas support.

the upper portion of

system which would

pul.saticms.

These could include refractory lining in

the furnace and/or a pulsed–coal feed

feed coal in phase with the furnace

10
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Table 1. As-received analyses of coals used in the pulse mnibustion

tests ●

Analysis Upper Elkhorn #3 West Star

Maisture 1.37 1.s7

Ash 5.65 13.48

Hydrogen S.06 4.74

Carbon 80,69 71.62

rJitrogen 1.51 1,23

Sulfur 0.71 1.36

C)xygen (cliff) 5,01 7.57

11
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Table 2.

‘rhex

(

Coal

o

(1

1460”

. .

4130’

4130

4130

4130

coal combustion

d Input
I
TransportI Emissions

D/hr) Air
q co NC)=

14ethane

11750

117s0

11750

117?50

11000

9540

7900

(SCFH)

o

10

2!)

10

10

10

10

(%)

7.1

8.8

8.4

%.0

8,0

9,5

10.7

tppd

150

200

600

1300

1120

1600

2500

14

10

20

46

50

31

22

collected from unit after these tests
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